Determine Your InMail Strategy
When sourcing for talent on a social network, consider that the talent you’re reaching out to may not be
immediately seeking new opportunities. As such, approach talent with the mindset of starting a conversation. In
the event the recipient isn’t open to a new opportunity, they may know someone who is. It’s important that your
message is carefully crafted to encourage a response, regardless of whether the position is right for them. A
networking opportunity today could lead to multiple opportunities in the future.

Select a Path
LinkedIn's rolling out a new Recruiter and Jobs experience to customers in 2019. This transition will happen
over several months.
Click the image that matches your Recruiter home screen to access learning for your current experience.
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Legacy Recruiter and Jobs Experience
Minimize the message window to review profile details
and create a more personalized message.
Keep your
subject short
and inviting.

Choose a
template that you
or your team
have created.
See who and
what you have in
common. Use
this information
to personalize
and customize
your message.

Select a
salutation
appropriate
for the person
you are
contacting.

Share your
availability and
save time when
scheduling
meetings with
busy candidates.

Customize
your signature
for all your
messages.

Implement Best Practices
Save candidates to a project before you reach out for better tracking of those you’ve contacted and to prevent
duplication of efforts within your team. When you compose an InMail message:


Consider your first message to be a conversation starter.



Be brief and to the point.



Adopt a conversational, enthusiastic tone.



Focus on finding out candidate availability and interest in a new opportunity.



Use the filters in Recruiter to customize your message or template to reflect something about the
recipient’s experience.



Avoid sharing the job description or requesting a resume in your first message.



Don’t be afraid to ask for referrals if the recipient isn’t interested or available to make a move.

InMail versus Email
You have two options for communicating with talent via Recruiter: InMail and email. If you use InMail, you can
track your response rates and measure the effectiveness of your communications. If you have member email
addresses, you can choose to send email, however, you will not able to track their responses.
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New Recruiter and Jobs Experience

Choose a template that
you or your team have
created.

Keep your subject
short and inviting.

Customize your
signature for all your
messages.

Insert a variable
(firstName, lastName,
or fullName).

Attach a file to your
message.

Save the current
message as a template
for future use.

Implement Best Practices
Save candidates to a project before you reach out for better tracking of those you’ve contacted and to prevent
duplication of efforts within your team. When you compose an InMail message:


Consider your first message to be a conversation starter.



Be brief and to the point.



Adopt a conversational, enthusiastic tone.



Focus on finding out candidate availability and interest in a new opportunity.



Use the filters in Recruiter to customize your message or template to reflect something about the
recipient’s experience.



Avoid sharing the job description or requesting a resume in your first message.



Don’t be afraid to ask for referrals if the recipient isn’t interested or available to make a move.

InMail versus Email
You have two options for communicating with talent via Recruiter: InMail and email. If you use InMail, you can
track your response rates and measure the effectiveness of your communications. If you have member email
addresses, you can choose to send email; however, you will not be able to track their responses.
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